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MESSAGE FROM THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
OF THE PACIFIC INSTITUTE FOR CLIMATE SOLUTIONS
In late 2016, Canada’s federal government unveiled its long-term Mid-Century Strategy for climate change,
featuring a variety of options on how to achieve deep emissions reductions of 80 percent on 2005 levels by
2050. Modelling work appearing in the document suggests that Canada requires a mammoth growth in the
generation of non-emitting electricity: somewhere between 113 and 295 percent compared to a reference
year of 2013. We need this to decarbonise the electricity system and to meet the increase in demand from
the electrification of transport, heating and industry.
In all seven scenarios considered in the federal strategy, each with different mixes of energy types and levels
of energy conservation stringency, the heavy lifting of this growth would be performed by expansion of largescale hydro and nuclear power, both controversial sources of electricity in the public arena. Intermittent
sources of clean electricity such as wind and solar would play a role too, but due to their intermittency
and the still unresolved challenge of energy storage, dependence on more reliable options, notably largescale hydro and nuclear—albeit with much weaker social licence due to some people’s concerns over land
footprint in the case of the former and safety, and waste in the case of the latter—appeared to be the only
way to achieve the scale of reductions needed.
Because wave and tidal energy are still at the demonstration stage, Ottawa felt it was too early to consider
modelling these options. Yet due to our extensive coastline, Canada has some of the most significant wave
and tidal potential in the world, with the Atlantic coast particularly rich in tidal resources and the Pacific
coast particularly rich in wave resources. Once developed, these two energy sources could play a substantial
role in the clean transition, as initial energy systems modelling work in this publication shows.
What makes wave energy so attractive is that while it is still intermittent like wind and solar, it is also
much more predictable than either of these two, while offering a vast quantity of untapped energy. It lies
somewhere between the high variability of wind and solar, and the ‘always on’ dispatchability of hydro,
nuclear, and, of course, fossil fuels. This makes wave energy more reliable and therefore easier to integrate
into the electricity grid.
This primer on wave energy presents modelling and field research that for the first time allows us to
understand in detail the extent of the wave resource available on the Pacific coast, and how feasible it would
be to integrate initial amounts of wave energy into the British Columbian grid. The engineering challenges
and costs are also described, and these are not insubstantial. The ocean is a tough environment for any
human device.
However, with the sort of public sector support that wind and solar have received, shepherding innovation
from lab bench to market, and with the sharing of experience and expertise from other marine industries,
wave energy could potentially follow a similar path of cost reductions.
With such backing, wave energy as part of a resilient, ‘all of the above’ approach to energy choices could
potentially play a sizeable role in helping us meet our international climate obligations. Meanwhile British
Columbia and Canada, being some of the first movers in this field, would likely benefit from the development
of a new industry featuring a suite of technologies that could be sold to the rest of the world. There is no
reason why tackling the climate crisis cannot at the same time yield economic opportunities for the province
and indeed the country as a whole.
Sybil Seitzinger
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MESSAGE FROM THE DIRECTOR
OF THE WEST COAST WAVE INITIATIVE
For over half a century, generations of British Columbians have established the province as a world leader in
the generation of energy from water. We generate up to 98 percent of our power from renewable resources
and are fortunate enough to have some of the lowest residential power rates in the world. However, the
combined pressures of electrifying our transportation and heating sectors, enhanced greenhouse gas emission reduction policies, and the significant social resistance to large hydro-system reservoirs will ultimately
put acute strain on existing BC energy infrastructure.
Future generations of BC residents will not be able to rely on single energy resource – global clean energy
resource diversification is needed, inevitable and to BC’s benefit. BC has a true wealth of renewable energy
resources, including wave, tidal, wind, riverine, biomass, solar and geothermal. But of all these resources,
it can be argued that the province’s substantive competitive advantage lies in waves. The sheer magnitude
of the wave energy resource impinging on BC’s coastline is matched by that of only a few countries around
the globe.
Much of our knowledge of wave energy potential until now has been ‘broad strokes’ stuff. But working
in collaboration with national and international wave energy technology developers, globally recognised
ocean measurement companies and BC-based consultants, the Institute of Integrated Energy Systems and
the West Coast Wave Initiative have now built a database of BC wave conditions that is globally unique in its
extent and comprehensiveness. Nowhere else does anyone have this level of fine-grained detail. And what
this detail tells us is exciting.
Across larger time and geographic scales, wave energy is not reliant on local conditions in the way that wind
and solar are. Rather, waves arriving on the shores of BC’s beaches are the result of storms occurring across
the vast Pacific Ocean. Thus these waves represent an extremely predictable, renewable energy supply.
At specific locations, when designing a machine to extract usable electricity from the motion of individual
waves, the multitude of possible wave heights, frequencies and directions must be accounted for – that information is critical to detailed mechanical design. This knowledge has been missing in other jurisdictions.
We now have it in hand.
Building on these research efforts, BC’s significant expertise in generating power from water, and our exposure to the entire expanse of the north Pacific, the development of ocean wave energy is a logical step in the
continuing transition toward a cleaner energy system. Wave energy also helps provincial and national efforts
to reduce dependence on diesel fueled electricity generation by remote communities.
Completing these innovations in our province, there is an opportunity to see made-in-BC technologies exported to coastal jurisdictions worldwide, spurring domestic job growth and accentuating BC’s position in
the clean energy marketplace worldwide.
Vast, predictable and distributed; the wave resources off our coast provide British Columbia a unique opportunity to play a global leadership role in the development of this future industry.
Bradley Buckham
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INTRODUCTION
Ocean waves offer a tremendous opportunity for nonemitting electricity generation, with significant energy
resources just waiting to be tapped—particularly off
the west coast of North America.

sense of the scope of the wave energy resource and
have lacked sufficient fine-grained understanding of
the best locations for deployment. Combined with a
lack of knowledge around reliability, costs and grid
integration issues, this has resulted in an unquantified
value proposition for wave energy development.

Global wave inventories have shown that the British
Columbian coastal region is home to one of the most
energetic wave climates in the world. While this
resource may be much less developed than other
renewables, crucially, it is much more predictable
than highly variable wind and solar. In addition, due
to this greater predictability, the cost of integrating
wave energy into a utility scale electrical grid would
be lower than these latter two sources.

This primer aims to fill these gaps for Canada and the
province of British Columbia. It is intended both as an
introduction to wave energy and an exploration of its
potential, based on the very latest projections from
BC-based energy systems researchers and waveenergy engineering specialists.
Overall, this report aims to deliver a frank survey of the
opportunities and challenges associated with wave
energy that the public and policy-makers need to be
familiar with, if the province is to take advantage of
this rich resource.1-8

Given that wave energy has all these advantages, why
has it not reached same levels of penetration as wind,
solar or hydro? Much of the answer comes down to
the fact that historically we have only had a rough
10
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1. THE COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE:
PACIFIC CANADA’S WAVE POTENTIAL
Global wave energy inventories have shown that
Canada’s west coast possesses one of the most
energetic wave climates in the world, with average
annual wave energy transports of 40-50 kW/m
occurring at the continental shelf.

spatial distribution of the wave resource, especially
near-shore, is a critical step in enabling wave energy
development.
As BC Hydro commented in 2013: “Wave energy in
some locations off the west coast of Vancouver Island
is considered sufficient for wave power systems but
information specific to the area is unavailable. For
these reasons, wave power was not persued.”

The International Energy Agency’s Ocean Energy
Systems organization estimates that the annual
global wave resource could provide up to 29,500 TW.
To put this in perspective, the total annual energy
consumption of all humans around the world in
2012 clocked in at 104,426 TWh. Of the global wave
resource, 764 TWh could be generated along the west

Wave energy technology developers, project
development outfits and government policy makers
require detailed spatial and temporal wave resource

WAVE ENERGY IN SOME LOCATIONS OFF THE WEST COAST OF
VANCOUVER ISLAND IS CONSIDERED SUFFICIENT FOR WAVE POWER
SYSTEMS BUT INFORMATION SPECIFIC TO THE AREA IS UNAVAILABLE.
FOR THESE REASONS, WAVE POWER WAS NOT PERSUED.
BC Hydro in 2013

coast of North America7 – with the coast of British
Columbia making up the dominant share, at 324
TWh. If all this energy could be extracted, electricity
from ocean waves would be able to deliver about 6x
British Columbia’s current energy requirements.

information to ensure proposed deployment sites are
suitably energetic (but not too destructive) to permit
accurate evaluation of wave energy converter (WEC)
technology performance.
That important work has now been performed by the
authors of this report. Through the efforts of the West
Coast Wave Initiative, British Columbia now has the
sufficient resolution of the resource to provide the
necessary building blocks for a future wave-energy
conversion industry, and can provide the necessary
scientific knowledge to provide an indication of the
opportunities and challenges associated with wave
power generation in British Columbia.

While the values presented by these global figures
are dramatic and convey the magnitude of this
untapped carbon neutral resource, these are broadstrokes analyses. They are unable to provide the
necessary detail and fine-grained resolution that
are required to assess the true opportunity for a
future wave-energy industry in British Columbia.
Moving beyond the global scale and resolving the
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THE WEST COAST WAVE INITIATIVE
While commercial wave energy development in
BC has more or less stagnated since 2002, the
research and development effort has not. The
West Coast Wave Initiative (WCWI), based out of
the Institute of Integrated Energy Systems (IESVic)
at the University of Victoria, is developing industry
leading wave resource assessment methods and
the necessary fundamental knowledge to drive the
wave energy industry forward in the province. WCWI
has been in operation since 2008 and is funded by
Natural Resources Canada, the Natural Sciences and
Engineering Council of Canada, the BC Ministry of
Energy and Mines, the Pacific Institute for Climate
Solutions (PICS) and a host of international Wave

Energy Converter (WEC) technology developers.
WCWI aims to determine the feasibility, impacts,
and possible structure of future wave energy
conversion opportunities in the province and the
rest of Canada. This includes developing methods to
quantify the temporal and spatial detail of the wave
resource, assessing the performance of wave energy
converters (WECs) in Canadian waves, and studying
the costs and impact of integration of wave energy
into electrical grids.
This research applies to all scales of development,
from remote communities, through to utility scale
distribution and transmission systems.
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2. WAVES & WAVE ENERGY CONVERTERS
Waves transmit significant quantities of
energy across the vast distances in our global
oceans with very little attenuation, or loss of
energy.
The story of waves starts with the differential
solar heating of the planet, with some regions
absorbing more heat than others. As a result,
air moves from cooler, high pressure regions
to warmer, low pressure regions; thus creating
wind. When this wind blows over stretches of
unobstructed ocean (called ‘fetch’), energy is
transmitted from the wind to the sea surface causing waves to be generated.

As time progresses, this results in larger
waves with increasing wave periods (the time
between consecutive wave crests). Once
waves become fully developed and travel
beyond the region where the wind is blowing,
they are called ‘swells’. Ocean swells are
able to propagate across vast distances with
negligible energy dissipation or dependence
on the wind that generated them. So the
waves breaking on the shores of western
Canada are not only generated by local winds,
but by the cumulative effects of hundreds of
storms across millions of square kilometres of
Pacific Ocean.

If the wind blows with sufficient speed,
over a large enough fetch and for sufficient
periods of time, waves will be generated.
The longer and harder the wind blows over
sufficiently large fetches, the more energy will
be transferred from the wind to the waves.

It is important to note that waves do not result
in the transmission or movement of water, but
are actually a transmission of energy passing
through water. They could almost be thought
of as moving “stores” of wind energy or solar
energy.

14
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CONVERTING WAVES TO E

A SURVEY OF THE MOST COMMON WAVE ENERGY
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ELECTRICITY

POWERBUOY

Y CONVERTER DESIGNS

POINT ABSORBERS
The Carnegie CETO and Ocean Power
Technologies PowerBuoy are the most wellknown point absorbers. There exists a wide
variety of point absorber designs and power
take-off systems currently in development.
The current Carnegie CETO system features
a slightly submerged, 20 m diameter floating
buoy connected to the sea floor by an anchoring
system. The relative motion between the sea
floor and the float (under the influence of
waves) drives a hydraulic cylinder internal to
the float and from there to an electricity power
pod. An electrical cable from the float transmits
power to shore.
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POWERBUOY
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PELAMIS
ATTENUATORS
Pelamis is an attenuator type of wave energy
converter. The P2 Pelamis device featured
four cylindrical sections (120 m in length and
3.5 m in diameter) jointed by power takeoff hinges. Each cylinder section features a
self-contained power system, complete with
hydraulic rams, smoothing accumulators, and
a hydraulic electricity generator. As waves pass
under the individual cylindrical sections, they
induce relative motion at the hinges between
neighbouring sections. For each direction
of motion, hydraulic rams resist the waveinduced forces and pump high-pressure oil to
a hydraulic motor, which generates electricity.
The power from each hinge is combined and
transmitted back to shore through a single
electrical cable.
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OYSTER
PITCHING DEVICES
Oyster is a seafloor-mounted pitching flap
converter. However, the device is just one
commercial version of this type of WEC. Others
include Resolute Marine Energy and WaveRoller.
The current Oyster device is 18 m wide, 14 m
high and 4 m thick. Its power take-off involves
a series of hydraulic rams operating between a
pitching frame and a seafloor mounted frame.
As a wave passes over the device, the flap
pitches forward, compressing the hydraulic
rams and forcing a working fluid (often water)
through a high pressure pipeline back to shore.
Once ashore, a hydraulic motor converts this
fluid potential energy into electricity.
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OYSTER
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WAVE DRAGON
OVERTOPPERS
Wave Dragon was the world’s first offshore
WEC and most well-known of the overtopping
converters, although the firm behind it is has
since closed up shop. The prototype Wave
Dragon was approximately 58 m x 33 m and
featured long, extended ‘arms’ to focus the
wave and an associated water level towards an
elevated reservoir. Using a series of buoyancy
tanks, the reservoir level was slightly higher
than the surrounding water level. A series of
low-head hydroelectric generators would
convert this head pressure potential into
electric power. An electric cable would transmit
the power back to shore.
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LIMPET
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LIMPET
OSCILLATING
WATER COLUMN
Limpet, a shore-mounted oscillating water
column converter (OWC), is the oldest
functioning WEC. An OWC takes advantage
of the vertical displacement of ocean waves
to pressurize and depressurize an enclosed
air chamber. Incoming waves compress the
air within the chamber, which then drives an
electric air turbine. As waves pass, the water
level then drops, creating a low pressure region
within the air chamber and the air turbine
extracts energy from the incoming air. The air
turbines are generally bi-directional, allowing
its blades to continually spin in a single direction
despite differing flow directions. Ocean Energy
Limited is developing a floating OWC for deepwater deployments.
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A BRIEF HISTORY OF WAVE ENERGY RESEARCH IN BC
At over 200,000 kilometres, Canada’s coastline
is more than double the length of the coastline of
any other country in the world. The combination
of abundant raw wave and tidal resources provide
Canada a natural advantage in establishing itself as a
global leader in marine renewable energy.
In 2001, BC Hydro entered into negotiations with
two private wave energy converter technology
developers,
Edinburgh-based
Ocean
Power
Delivery (later named Pelamis Wave Power, now in
administration) and Energetech Australia. The two
companies were to develop two separate ventures
aiming to produce 4 MW of wave power for Vancouver
Island, sufficient to supply about 4,000 homes when
running at full capacity.
The government of the day then decided that
the public power company should not play the
role of project developer for new clean-energy
technologies, but instead should release calls for
power under a technology-neutral competitive bid
process. In this way, the government would not be
picking a technology winner, but letting the various
clean-energy options sort themselves based on cost.
Ultimately, an assessment by the BC Utilities
Commission found that the two wave demonstration
projects were not cost competitive and were
cancelled. Not one kilowatt of wave power was
delivered as electricity to homes in the province.
Subsequently, a pair of pilot projects off the west
coast of Vancouver Island, developed by SyncWave
Energy Systems and the Pacific Coastal Wave Energy
Corp, were approved for provincial funding, and
several potential wave farm development sites have
been investigated, but no pilots were developed. No

Tidal turbine ready for Nova Scotia’s Bay of Fundy.
Image credit: OpenHydro

physical wave energy technology deployments have
occurred because BC’s Clean Energy plan mandated
development of the lowest cost renewable resources
— hydroelectricity. The nascent technologies were
simply too expensive.
Despite these setbacks, there continues to be
international interest in the wave-energy potential
of the province. Global Energy Horizons, a Victoria
firm with United Kingdom and California offices, and
Australia-based Carnegie Wave Energy have actively
maintained an Investigative Use Permit for a region
just off Ucluelet, BC, since 2008. This type of permit
covers activities at the early stage of a major project,
offering access to Crown land sites to determine how
suitable the area is for the proposed development.
In Canada, the province of Nova Scotia has recently
led the marine energy charge, but the focus has been
on tidal energy, rather than the energy in waves. The
Bay of Fundy, between New Brunswick, Nova Scotia
and Maine, is home to the highest vertical tidal range
on the planet and potentially offers the world’s
best potential for tidal power. Significant financial
support has flowed from provincial, utility, industry
and federal backers to the 2 MW Fundy Ocean
Renewable Centre of Excellence (FORCE) project,
deployed by the private firm Cape Sharp Tidal.
While FORCE has seized the opportunity presented
by tides on Canada’s Atlantic Coast, the best
opportunity for wave energy nationally, and amongst
the best globally, is undoubtedly located on the
Pacific front.
BC’s coastline is exposed to ocean swells generated
in both the north and south of the vast Pacific,
the world’s largest ocean. The magnitude and
consistency of the resource is truly world class.
Elsewhere in the world, Ocean Energy Systems (OES),
an intergovernmental collaboration operating under
the International Energy Agency (IEA), projects that
337 GW of ocean energy can be developed worldwide
by 2050.
In the EU, there is around 8 MW of currently installed
wave and tidal stream capacity, with an additional
2,000 MW of projects in the pipeline. If all of these
projects are implemented, they could supply
electricity to more than 1.5 million households,
according to European Commission estimates.
And from 2015–2017, the firm Carnegie Wave Energy
deployed 2.25 MW of wave energy projects in
Australia.
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3. THE CHALLENGE OF QUANTIFYING WAVES
Apart from tides, waves are the most energy
dense form of all the intermittent renewable
energy sources. Solar energy density is measured
in kilowatts (kW) per square metre and reaches a
maximum of 1 kW/m2 at high noon at the equator,
while a relatively benign sea state of 2 m wave height
with a ten-second period enjoys about 20 kW/m of
wave energy intensity. (Note that wave energy is
measured by the transport of energy passing through
a linear one-metre wide section of water from the
sea surface to the sea floor, hence it is presented
as kW/m while solar energy is presented as kW/
m2). Quantifying the amount of energy contained in
waves as they propagate—or more simply, the ‘wave
energy transport’—is more complex and intricate
than assessing the energy contained in wind, tidal
or solar resources. In general, wind, tidal and solar
energy sources can be described using a single
variable; air speed, water speed and incoming solar

irradiation, respectively. In contrast, wave energy
transport is multi-dimensional and depends on a
variety of factors. In the simplest form, it can only
be quantified through detailed knowledge of both
wave period and height (known as the ‘significant
wave height’). Given that not all waves in a swell
are of identical height, it is difficult to quantify the
wave height by a single number, a “significant wave
height” parameter is used to represent the varying
wave heights.
The significant wave height is defined as the average
height of the highest one third of the waves during
the period of observation. A similar issue arises with
wave period, since not all waves feature the same
time period between crests. This requirement of
detailed knowledge about two linked parameters
significantly complicates the assessment of wave
resources.

27
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MODELS VS BUOYS
Traditionally, wave resource assessments have been
based on large scale, coarse, numerical models of
wave propagation, or wave measurement buoys
permanently deployed out in the ocean. Global
wave models, such as WaveWatch III run by the
US National Centre for Environmental Prediction
(NCEP) or the Wave Action Model (WAM) run by
the European Centre for Medium Range Weather
Forecast (ECMWF), provide coarse, long-term
databases of wave conditions called ‘hindcasts’—a
sort of backward historical look used to identify
energetic wave regions.9
These models generally only output simplified wave
characteristic parameters every 0.5° (or ~54 km);
insufficient for detailed resource assessments but

an excellent resource for identifying wave energy
resources across vast geographical regions.
Meanwhile, moored wave-measurement buoys
directly measure waves, wind and ocean currents,
but provided limited spatial information. Unlike
computer models, these single-point measurements
offer a high-resolution spectral representation of
the sea state. A spectral representation shows the
amount of energy at every wave frequency and
wave direction combination. The data gathered by
buoys is also of sufficiently high resolution to enable
validation of the computer models and allows for
investigation of short-term effects (on second-tosecond timescales) such as localized wind, currents,
and large unexpected waves.
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WCWI SWAN MODEL AND WAVE MEASUREMENT BUOYS
In the near shore region, wave conditions differ
dramatically across both space and time due to
the effects of seafloor depth (or ‘bathymetry’) and
variations in currents and tides. Unfortunately, the
application of these physical effects is generally
absent in global wave models, or lies below their
computational spatial resolution, even though they
dramatically influence the performance of wave
energy converters (WECs) and the development of
wave energy projects.

The WCWI developed a high resolution computer
model of the BC coastline using the SWAN
(Simulating WAves Nearshore) modelling package,
and combined this with the deployment of a suite
of dedicated wave measurement buoys from AXYS
Technologies. This two pronged approach allows
WCWI to develop and maintain the most highresolution and accurate wave resource assessment
available for British Columbia and to also play a
leadership role in global efforts to better quantify
wave energy resources. The WCWI SWAN model
covers roughly 400,000 square kilometres, covering
the entirety of the coastline from the Columbia River
in the south up to the southern tip of Haida Gwaii in
the north.10 It also currently features some 130,000
data output locations and uses input data from
European metrological offices and US Navy research
divisions. The model is used to hindcast the wave
conditions off the BC coast, at an extremely high
resolution, every three hours over the past 12 years
(2004-2015).

The variation through time (temporal variability) is
directly measured by wave measurement buoys,
while the geographical variation of such effects
through space (spatial variability)
can only be
captured through the development of a highresolution coastal wave model. It is important to
ensure that the spatial resolution of the coastal wave
model is sufficient for all relevant bathymetric levels
and that tidal effects are captured and represented.
The combination of a highly spatially resolved
coastal wave model and temporally resolved wave
measurement buoys is the best way to get an
accurate sense of the resource on offer.

Figure 1 shows the unstructured computational grid
used by SWAN and the locations of the WCWI buoys.

FIGURE 1: SWAN COMPUTATIONAL GRID
In simple terms, the white lines represent
the distances over which the model’s
computations occur, while the junctions
where the white lines meet are output
locations for the model.

Estevan Point
Florencia Bay
Amphitrite Bank
Port Renfrew

WCWI wave
measurement buoy
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Table 1: Wave buoy information
Location

Depth

Starting date

Resolution

Latitude

Longitude

Amphitrite Bank

43 m

19/04/2013

Hourly

48.88 N

125.62 W

Estevan Point

42 m

23/04/2013

Hourly

49.35 N

126.61 W

Florencia Bay

25 m

01/06/2013

Hourly

48.96 N

125.62 W

Port Renfrew

28 m

26/09/2015

Hourly

48.54 N

126.49 W

The WCWI currently has four wave measurement
buoys deployed along a strategic southeast to
northwest line of the coast of Vancouver Island. The
buoys sit at a variety of depths and locations with
differing wave resource climates. Each location has
been strategically chosen to measure conditions at
possible areas for future deployments of WECs.

model hindcast. This discrepancy is well-understood
and is the result of a number of factors. Firstly, the
SWAN model represents the average (mean) of sea
state behaviour over a three-hourly time frame. In
reality, the sea state is an ever changing, bumpy
and random (‘stochastic’) process, and the deployed
buoys only sample the wave conditions over discrete
intervals.

Table 1 provides a quick overview of the locations,
depths and deployment length.

So, due to sampling variability, the buoy wave
spectrum sample will equal the mean only when
averaged out across a sufficient period of time.
The time averaging used in most buoy systems is
limited in order to enable the assumption of a quasistationary sea state.

It is important to validate the outputs from the
spatially explicit SWAN model against the measured
wave buoy data before utilizing the values for
analyses. The simulations from the WCWI’s SWAN
wave model and the measurements from the buoys
match up very well when describing significant wave
height, with the model generally being biased low by
just three centimetres.

Secondly, the physics employed in the numerical
wave model are parameterized for computational
efficiency and are inherently limited by the accuracy
and resolution across the time resolution of the
wind inputs. As such, they are generally unable to
reproduce short-lived extreme wind or wave events.
These caveats aside, the validation exercise proves
the performance of the model and ability to apply to
wave energy resource assessments.

When describing the peak wave period, again, the
model and the buoy data matched up well, being off
by 0.02 seconds on average. As shown in Figures 2
and 3, the measured buoy data is more volatile and
features more frequent outliers than the smoother

H @ La Perouse Bank (48.83N,-126.00E)
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Ucluelet shoreline

VANCOUVER ISLAND’S GROSS WAVE ENERGY RESOURCE
The primary metric that wave energy technology
developers, project developers and policy makers
need to know is the average amount of energy being
transported by the waves (mean annual wave energy
transport) in a particular area. This provides a simple
representation of the total wave energy at any one
location and gives a quick sense of the electricity
generation that is, in principle, achievable.

These changes in depth (bathymetry) cause waves
to refract (change speed due to changes in localized
depth) and diffract (change direction as they pass
through an opening or around a barrier) and result
in significant variation in wave conditions over short
spatial distances.
Figure 4b shows a zoomed-in section near Ucluelet
known as Amphitrite Bank. This charmed location
features mean annual wave energy transport values
greater than 30 kW/m, a relatively small reduction
from offshore values, yet is just seven kilometres
from shore and only 40 m deep.4,6

Figure 4a provides both an overview of the mean
annual wave energy transport off the coast of
Vancouver Island over the 2004 – 2015 SWAN
hindcast period. As shown, the continental shelf
of British Columbia enjoys wave energy transport
values of between 35 kW per metre and 40 kW per
metre on average. Temporally, the resource very
rarely falls below 0.5 kW/m and during larger winter
wave events can reach staggering values of more
than 1000 kW/m.11

In order to provide some ‘back of the envelope’
context; assume a simple WEC has a wave-to-wire
(electricity) conversion efficiency of 10 percent (that
is, we are able to capture ten percent of the gross
wave energy transport in the waves) and has a width
of 20 metres, a single device deployed at Amphitrite
Bank would produce about 525 MWh over the course
of the year, or sufficient to supply the needs of 52
houses in British Columbia, based on 2007 electrical
usage. And that’s just one WEC.

However, deploying technologies on the continental
shelf means extreme depths and substantially
increased costs of mooring, laying cable and
maintaining any mechanical devices. As a result,
WEC developers have limited interest in such distant
locations and more focussed on shallower nearshore regions that are easier and cheaper to access.
Approaching the near-shore region, the local sea
floor begins to show significant variation in depth.

Such simplified metrics provide a quick but illustrative
view of the significant untapped renewable wave
energy resource, and the unique opportunity Canada
has along the west coast of Vancouver Island.
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FIGURE 4A: MEAN ANNUAL WAVE ENERGY FLUX OFF VANCOUVER ISLAND (W/M)
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DIGGING DEEPER: CHARACTERISING THE RESOURCE
The gross wave energy transport values described
in this primer provide a simple method to identify
attractive locations for future development, but they
do not supply the necessary detail on the associated
wave height, periods, direction or respective
distributions to design, maintain or operate a WEC.
These extra details are paramount to ensure that
WECs can be appropriately designed to maximise
electricity generation from the waves and can be
controlled to survive under storm conditions.12

The histogram presentation provides good detail on
the distribution of wave energy across differing wave
height and period combinations. However, it does
not provide any detail on the inter-annual variation in
these combinations. This is important. From a WEC
developer’s point of view, the cost of generating a
kWhr of wave energy is constant. However, when
viewing any variable renewable energy source from a
systems-level perspective, the value of that electron
varies dramatically over the year.

For the Amphitrite Bank location, the histogram
presented in Figure 5 shows the annual mean
number of occurrences and the percentage of the
total annual wave energy transport for specific
wave height and period combinations. The sea-state
frequency, denoted by the number of hours per
year, is illustrated by the numerical values in each
box, while the percentage of the total annual wave
energy is indicated by the contour colour map. As
shown, for the Amphitrite Bank location, the most
common wave height is 1.25 metres with a period of
7.5 seconds. This occurs for 533 hours annually.

As a result, both project developers and policymakers
need detailed information about the fluctuations in
wave conditions over the year to maximise power
production at times of highest value. The interannual variability of mean wave energy transport
and significant wave height on Amphitrite Bank,
presented in Figures 6 and 7 respectively, illustrates
the seasonality of the wave resource. Focusing
on Figure 6, a significant seasonal shift in the
directional wave energy flux is immediately evident,
with monthly mean values of 50 kW/m during the
winter and only 6.5 kW/m during the calmer summer
months. The low summer values are directly related
to the decrease in the significant wave height and
lower energy periods during this period.

Interestingly, this sea-state does not provide the
highest contribution to the annual energy; waves that
are 2.25 metres high and occurring every 9.5 seconds
provide about 4.5 percent of the total wave energy.
Here lies an obvious trade-off. The WEC developer
will need to determine which sea state will result in
increased WEC performance and higher economic
value. Do they prefer sites with the most frequent or
the most energetic wave conditions?
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FIGURE. 6: Monthly variation in gross wave energy transport at Amphitrite Bank
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4. OPPORTUNITIES AND CHALLENGES
As with every nascent renewable energy industry,
there are significant opportunities and challenges
associated with the resource, the technology
employed to exploit it, and the inherent value of the
power.
The primary opportunity, or competitive advantage,
of wave energy in British Columbia is simply the
enormity of the raw resource. This has already
been described in detail. When compared against
many other sources of clean energy, wave energy in

Canada does have additional benefits. Firstly, wave
energy offers a high correlation with the electricity
demand—that is, we would get the greatest amount
of wave energy power production at times when
the electrical system needs it most. Secondly, wave
energy is much more predictable than other variable
sources of renewable electricity – thus lowering the
overall operational cost of the electrical system.
Lastly, wave energy generation would occur at
locations closest to communities currently at high
risk from electrical supply interruptions.

WINTER PEAKING
The wave energy resource available varies
dramatically between winter and summer. At first
glance this may seem detrimental to the future
development of a wave energy industry in Canada.
However, the value of the electrical energy generated
from any renewable or non-renewable resource is
only as valuable as the moment-to-moment demand
for that resource/electricity. In British Columbia and
the majority of Canada, electricity demand peaks

during the cold winter months and is lower during
the summer. As shown in Figure 8, the variation in
monthly wave energy transport follows a remarkably
similar trend to the Vancouver Island monthly
electricity demand. Thus, wave energy converters
would maximise electricity production during the
periods of the year when the demand for the power
is greatest and would provide BC Hydro with energy
resources when the province needs it.
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FIGURE 8: ANNUAL WAVE ENERGY TRANSPORT AND VANCOUVER ISLAND ELECTRICITY DEMAND
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THE PREDICTABLE VARIABLE RENEWABLE
Wind and solar receive a lot of press and policy-maker
attention. Their prices have fallen dramatically over
the past decade. However, they present significant
challenges when integrating them into the electricity
grid. Given that the amount of sun (solar irradiance)
and the wind speed varies dramatically over short
time periods, these energy sources require backup, or ‘reserve’, power — a generation source that
is ‘on-line and spinning’ and can quickly respond to
changes in the wind/solar generation, thus ensuring
the electrical demand is always exactly met.
These back-up power requirements result in
additional expenses to the entire electrical system
and reduce the efficiency of other ‘dispatchable’
generation technologies. Thus, wind and solar
are required to pay an integration charge in many
jurisdictions to account for these system-wide
efficiency losses and costs.
As a result of this inherent variability and the
associated costs, the large-scale deployment of
such renewable energy sources will continue to be
hampered. To minimise this problem, power system
managers need accurate renewable energy resource
forecasts for operational planning to ensure that
energy generation matches demand exactly at all
times. This allows them to constantly optimize the
operation of the electrical system.
Waves are not reliant on local conditions. A storm
in any portion of the Pacific will generate waves
and ocean swell. Once swell develops, it is able to
travel vast distances with very little loss of energy
and the physics of wave energy transport are very
well understood. Hence, the exact local arrival
time of swell from storms far away can be quickly
calculated.11

So what does this mean for the electrical system
in BC? Firstly, the Pacific Ocean can be seen as our
wave energy ‘catchment area’ (to borrow a hydro
term) – almost any storm that occurs at any location
within the north Pacific Ocean will send some wave
energy to the coasts of BC. And secondly, we are
able to predict the exact timing of the arrival of that
energy with precision. Ultimately, this means the
wave energy resource is less dependent on local
conditions and the associated detrimental variability
– one of the major shortcomings of wind and solar
resources.
The WCWI research has found that wave energy can
be very well forecast over the short time frames of
interest to power system managers. On average, a
four-hour wave forecast features just a 15 percent
margin of error, while wind and solar in the Pacific
North West are closer to 77 percent and 86 percent
respectively.11 Due to this impressive forecastability,
the requirements for back-up power source would
be significantly lower, allowing for more efficient
use of the entire electrical system, less redundancy
in capacity, and overall lower costs to integrate the
same quantities of renewable energy.
When the cost of energy is expressed in terms of
the reserves required, this research has also shown
that both wind and solar need back-up equivalent to
about a sixth of the power supplied (16.3 percent and
15.2 percent respectively).11 Meanwhile, the WCWI
research shows that wave energy requires backup equivalent to just 4.9-6.5 percent of the power,
depending on the type of WEC deployed. In plain
language, this means that when costs are expressed
in terms of the amount of reserve required, waves
are far less expensive than other forms of variable
renewable energy.
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A BOON TO AT-RISK COMMUNITIES
An additional benefit of exploiting the significant
natural wave energy resources in Canada is the
coastal location of electricity generation. Coastal
communities are generally at the end of long and
frequently compromised transmission lines resulting
in recurring black-outs and electricity loss. Wave
energy would provide energy generation at the
point of use, thus mitigating the risk of black-outs
and reducing the requirements for transmission
expansion in the future load growth scenarios.
Researchers from the PICS 2060 Project developed
a numerical model of Vancouver Island’s electrical
system and assessed the impacts of integrating 500
MW wave energy farms into the Vancouver Island
grid. They found that wave energy has the potential
to service a significant portion of Vancouver

Hydro

1000

Island’s demand, could reduce the dependency on
transmission of electricity from the Lower Mainland
by up to 11 percent annually, and reduce peak winter
demand by up to 15 percent. This also reinforces
the complementarity between the wave energy
generation and the seasonal electricity demand.13
Note that the substantially higher contribution of
wave energy over wind is due to the wind portion
being attributed to the wind farm currently installed
at Cape Scott off the northwestern tip of Vancouver
Island. The wave portion represents a theoretical
500 MW (from ten 50 MW wave farms), while the
wind is limited to the 99 MW that has been installed.
One of the main take-aways from this figure is the
complimentary timing of wave production and
electrical demand.
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FIGURE 9: POTENTIAL ENERGY MIX ON VANCOUVER ISLAND WITH THE DEPLOYMENT OF 500 MW OF WEC CAPACITY
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OPERATIONAL AND FINANCIAL CHALLENGES
As with all existing and nascent energy sources,
wave energy does not come without challenges. By
far the greatest challenge to the future development
of wave energy is the current cost per unit of wave
energy. In British Columbia specifically, this challenge
is compounded by the current lack of demand
for utility-scale low-carbon generation given the
province’s abundance of hydroelectricity.

experience and ‘time in the water’ to limit the cost
uncertainty yet. Initial rough estimates have been
made on the basis of the accrued experience thus
far, and knowledge from the offshore oil, gas, and
wind projects. WECs are generally designed for
specific operating conditions with maximum annual
energy production – generally in moderately sized
waves – yet survivability in extreme wave conditions
is a significant design variable and driver of the
ultimate cost. Given the inherent ‘outlier’ nature of
extreme conditions, it is difficult to physically test full
scale WECs in extreme conditions. Confoundingly,
numerical modelling of extreme waves is difficult
because of the nonlinear nature of breaking waves
and the associated impact forces. As a result, the
dynamics of these phenomena remain poorly
understood. In addition, the accessibility of the
deployed devices, for operational maintenance, is
directly connected to the current wave conditions.
Deployments in active wave sites will ultimately
generate more power, but will be less ‘accessible’
due to the increased wave heights and periods.

There is very little information in the public domain
on the true costs of wave energy. The publically
available figures show a need to reduce the costs
significantly prior to becoming competitive on the
open energy market. For example, the World Energy
Council estimates that the costs of wave energy vary
between US$284/MWh and US$1058/MWh.14
Given that BC’s residential consumer rate is below
US$75/MWhr, wave energy generation costs need
to be substantially reduced in order to reach parity
or even to be cost comparable to other sources of
renewable energy. The cost range is so wide due to
the uncertainty over many permitting, construction
and operational costs, as well as the final realized
power production from the WECs. Pre-operating
costs including preliminary studies, environmental
impact assessments and consenting procedures vary
widely on the type of installation and its location.
Deployment and operating costs are still vague as a
result of the limited number of physical deployments
and a lack of public dissemination of final cost and
production numbers. There simply is not enough

Life thrives at sea. WECs, like any engineering work
in the ocean, are susceptible to marine life and
biofouling. ‘Biofouling’ is a process whereby bacterial
biofilms, then barnacles, mussels, tube worms or
seaweeds build up deposits or otherwise attach
themselves. Biofouling could impair the functioning
of WECs, and while the final impact of bio-fouling is
unknown, the biomass density would undoubtedly
increase with deployment time.
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Finally, while technological and scientific studies
will help illuminate the optimal deployment
locations and capacities for future WEC farms, these
locations will be under intense scrutiny and could
potentially be under licence, tenure or use by other
industries. Commercial and recreational fishing,
vessel transportation routes and marine protected
areas cover large swaths of the coastal oceans and a
future industry in wave-energy conversion will have
to accommodate competing industries and interests
before acquiring both social and government licence
to deploy WECs. For example, in Nova Scotia, Bay
of Fundy fishermen are apprehensive about the
deployment of tidal energy project, fearing negative
impacts on marine life and that they will be pushed
out of their fishing grounds. Similar concerns may
be raised around the deployment of wave energy
projects.
In essence, the high levelized cost of wave energy
(LCOE) is mainly due to the limited experience of
deploying devices, the inherently hostile ocean
environment and device survival in highly energetic
waves. One suggested opportunity for cost
reductions may be the joint deployment of offshore
wave and wind projects. A combined wind and wave
array could exploit the greater reliability of wave
energy to smooth out some of the variability of wind,
while also reducing deployment and maintenance
costs via the use of common equipment. While
the costs reductions and attendant technological
innovation required are significant, a historical

perspective of the cost reductions that have been
achieved by the solar and wind industries provide
evidence to show that, if similarly significant
technological improvements are made in wave
energy, this challenge is not insurmountable. Across
Canada, the current and forecast demand for zerocarbon electrical generation varies dramatically. In
the BC context, there is limited need for additional
utility-scale zero-carbon electrical generation given
the large-scale hydroelectric generation system.
However, the BC coast is dotted with remote
communities that are reliant on expensive and
carbon intensive diesel fuel for electricity generation
– these communities provide a unique opportunity
for WEC developers to compete economically with
other sources of power. Additionally, the province
is in principle internationally obliged to decarbonise
its transport fleet, heating systems and industrial
processes, all of which will require vast increases in
clean electricity generation.
In neighbouring Alberta, recently unveiled policy
directives call for significant increases in renewable
energy generation and BC’s wave energy resource
could theoretically provide a measure of Alberta’s
future renewable generation requirements, if
provincial politics would allow.15 The WCWI is
working closely with the 2060 Project to quantify the
timelines and magnitude of wave-energy generation
that would be economically cost effective, and
identify optimal deployment locations to service
such increased clean energy demand.

Brown algae biofouling a grate
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CONCLUSION
Global wave energy inventories have shown that the
west coast of Vancouver Island is one of the most
energetic wave climates in the world. With this
energetic climate, there is an opportunity to generate
significant quantities of renewable electricity
through the use of wave-energy conversion (WEC)
technologies.

Fortunately, the high correlation between the gross
wave resource and electrical demand in British
Columbia shows that wave energy would produce
more electricity at times of greatest provincial
demand (winter) and less electricity in lock-step
with local and provincial demand. Wave-produced
electricity is also able to increase energy security
at various scales and provide local distributed
generation, as shown for Vancouver Island. Lastly, the
value of variable renewable energies (VRE) is often
reduced due to inaccurate renewable generation
forecasts and the associated costs to maintain grid
reliability. Predictions of wave energy generation are
significantly more accurate than competing VREs,
hence the integration costs of wave power are lower
and associated grid value higher.

In response to the international attention on
Vancouver Island, the West Coast Wave Initiative
at the University of Victoria was mandated to
develop a ‘wave-to-wire’ numerical modelling
effort to understand the feasibility, impacts, and
possible structure of future wave energy conversion
opportunities in Canada. This primer provides an
overview of the spatial and temporal distribution
of the gross wave resource, the methods utilized to
characterize the resource, and provides an objective
vision of both the opportunities and challenges for a
future wave energy industry in Canada.

The greatest challenge to the future development
of wave energy is undoubtedly the cost per unit of
energy—wave energy costs need to be significantly
reduced to compete for market share against other
renewables. But the scale of the technological
challenge is no greater than that which faced wind
and solar energy up until the last few years, and both
are now enjoying rapid and ongoing cost declines.
With similar government support for research
and incentives for deployment, there is no reason
why wave energy cannot attain similar success. If
anything, wave energy may achieve even greater
triumphs, given how much more dependable a
resource it is.

Via the gross resource assessment process, we have
identified multiple locations on Vancouver Island’s
west coast that would be suitable for future wave
energy development; for example, Amphitrite Bank
provides a very attractive opportunity for wave
energy conversion with mean energy transport values
of 34.5 kW/m only 7 km from shore. This compares
favourably against the leading international wave
energy development sites in Europe. The wave
energy resource varies dramatically over the year.
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POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS
Leverage natural competitive advantage to allow BC to capture international market opportunity:
Investigate the international market place for marine energy and determine how BC might leverage
its natural competitive advantage, in terms of resource scale and diversity, to be a significant player in
the global marine energy market.
Develop the necessary infrastructure to allow BC and Canadian companies to test, operate and
maintain WECs and ancillary technologies in BC – rather than losing them to international markets.
Develop relevant legislation to support the nascent wave energy industry when it matures to
deployment. This includes access to priority locations, streamlining of permitting and co-operation
of electrical utilities.
Provide seed capital to assist the development and manufacture of WEC technologies designed for
the Canadian wave climate.
Continued financial support for academic research efforts to help better understand and accelerate
the pace of development in the marine energy sector.
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